
Josh.ai & Autonomic Partner to Transform Luxury Audio Experiences

Home technology professionals now have a complete voice-controlled audio solution in
their arsenal thanks to Josh.ai’s integration with Autonomic amplifiers and streamers.

DENVER – May 17th, 2022 – Josh.ai continues expanding the power of artificial
intelligence in the home with its support of Autonomic, an industry leader in custom
audio products. Integration with eSeries MMS streamers, as well as Autonomic’s full line
of multi-room amplifiers, enables Josh.ai’s proprietary voice automation and intuitively
designed app to provide convenient music access throughout a user’s living spaces.
Autonomic clients are now empowered with natural and secure voice commands, like:

“Ok Josh, draw the west sheers, listen to Yo-yo Ma in the den and dining room, and set
the volume to 25%.”

The integration provides feature parity across Josh.ai’s app and voice interfaces for
content search, zone grouping, and transport control. Users will seamlessly be able to
search for their favorite songs, artists, albums, and playlists across supported streaming
services. With the highly anticipated release of Mirage OS 7.0, Apple Music®, Tidal®,
Spotify®, SiriusXM®, Pandora®, iHeartRadio®, and TuneIn® are all available for
Autonomic clients to enjoy in high resolution audio. Autonomic local music content that
is saved as favorites or playlists will also be accessible at launch.

Once Josh.ai is deployed, each Autonomic device is automatically detected on the
network along with all compatible streaming services that are signed into the local
Autonomic system. As part of the Josh.ai AV Setup workflow, Autonomic streamers and
amplifiers are then configurable as input sources and output zones respectively
throughout the home. Beyond native control in a standalone Autonomic multi-room
audio system, Josh.ai also can access Autonomic streamers when routed through
Crestron SIMPL, Crestron Home, and Control4 audio distribution.

In addition to the efficiency of contextual voice control, Autonomic partners will be
comforted by Josh.ai’s strong stance as a privacy-focused voice assistant purpose-built
for professionally installed smart home systems. Clients will benefit from peace-of-mind
knowing that Josh.ai is committed to providing a delightful and inclusive voice
experience without sharing or selling user data for marketing purposes.

Josh.ai and Autonomic dealers interested in learning more can join a deep dive webinar
on the integration this Friday, May 20th at 1pm EST / 10am PST:
https://tinyurl.com/2p8azvz6

https://tinyurl.com/2p8azvz6


“Autonomic’s primary focus is to provide integrators a no-compromise multi-room audio
solution tailored specifically to luxury residences. Our partnership with Josh.ai reinforces
that goal.” said Michael de Nigris Jr., Product Engineer at Autonomic. “As an industry
partner, Josh.ai and Autonomic are highly aligned in the user experience we are looking
to create. This integration highlights the flexibility provided by the MMS and the power of
Josh’s artificial intelligence. As we continue to advance our already feature-rich platform
with new services such as Apple Music and Calm Radio through Mirage OS 7.0, music
listeners now can enjoy an intuitive listening experience using natural voice to recall
their favorite content.”

"Our vision with Josh.ai is to offer simple, secure, and magical experiences for
interacting with the smart home. Partnering with Autonomic provides our luxury oriented
clients with products that are purpose-built to perform in their living spaces,” said Alex
Capecelatro, CEO of Josh.ai. “Together we are offering an unparalleled experience with
natural and intuitive voice control of high quality music content. Our relationship with
Autonomic illustrates Josh.ai’s commitment to the custom channel. I am thrilled that this
is just the start of our close technical and strategic partnership!”

About Autonomic

Founded in 2006 when digital music was in its infancy, Autonomic was created with the
goal to bridge user’s digital libraries with the high-end control systems used by custom
integrators. They were the first company to enable the native browsing and playback of
DRM protected iTunes libraries without the need for an iPod dock. In 2009 they
released the world’s first cloud-connected music sever, the MMS-5. Over the years they
further refined their product line and technology before being acquired by SnapAV (now
SnapOne) in 2016. In May of 2020, founder Michael de Nigris reacquired the company
along with a core group of original employees. With a renewed passion, Autonomic
continues to be the leading innovator of multi-room audio solutions for integrators and
manufacturers in the custom electronics industry. For more information visit
Autonomic.biz.

About Josh.ai

Josh.ai is a Denver based company with offices in Colorado and California. The
company launched in 2015 and creates products and platforms that enable true natural
interaction with technology in everyday life. With a focus on AI, machine learning, and
design-first hardware, the mission at Josh.ai is to transform how we live in our
environments. For more information, please visit www.josh.ai or email press@josh.ai.
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